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New U.S. Somalia Sanctions Impact Global Shipping, Piracy
Incidents
White House Order Blocking Order has Implications for Owners, Charterers,
and Insurers
An Executive Order issued by the White House on April 13, 2010, blocks certain named
individuals—identified by the U.S. government as contributors to instability in Somalia—from
receiving any contributions or other property interests from the United States, or from U.S.
persons. Of particular concern for shipping interests is the extent to which the Order prohibits
ransom payments to rescue crewmen and recover vessels and cargo hijacked off the coast of
Somalia, or otherwise impacts the international maritime community's responses to acts of
piracy off the Somali coast.
The scope of the Order was addressed at a joint agency/industry piracy roundtable meeting
held at U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters on April 16, 2010. Reed Smith's participation in that
meeting and one-on-one consultations with other Administration officials have yielded further
guidance for applying the Order to international shipping:
Application to Particular Piracy Events
Representatives from the U.S. Departments of State and Treasury emphasized that the Order
is not "piracy wide," but rather, is a ban on transfers by U.S. persons to specific individuals
named in an SDN list annexed to the Order.1 The list is primarily comprised of Somali political
actors, of which two are self-described pirate leaders.
In practice, the question of how to determine whether a particular pirate operation is affiliated
with an SDN is a difficult one. In other contexts, the U.S. government has issued and
administered blocking orders under the assumption that, for screening purposes, parties to a
transaction will typically have access to EFT-based information about the identity of the
parties with whom they are dealing. That is clearly not the case in ransom transactions, so the
Treasury Department is currently considering how best to advise the shipping industry
regarding its due diligence and screening responsibilities. At a minimum, shipowners and other
interested U.S. persons are urged to consult with U.S. authorities, starting with the Coast
Guard and Treasury Department, to determine whether persons involved in a ransom
transaction are on the SDN list or have some demonstrable connection with such a person.
Scope of the Order: Who are "U.S. Persons" to Whom it Applies?
The Order clearly applies to U.S. persons, including U.S. citizens, U.S. companies and their
overseas branches, and other persons in the United States. However, the Order does not
directly address the extent to which foreign entities are affected by virtue of having a U.S.
presence. According to Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC"), a foreign entity
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does not become a "U.S. person" under the Order merely because it has operations, or
maintains an office, in the United States. However, if a foreign entity's U.S. citizen or resident
employees, offices, systems or accounts in any way facilitate, approve, or participate in a
prohibited transaction, the Order is, likely to be implicated. Such determinations are often
complex and fact specific, at times requiring case-by-case evaluation.
Impacts Beyond Owners: Charterers, Insurers
The Order's impacts are not limited to owners; indeed, it raises several important questions for
insurers, charterers and cargo interests. Regarding insurers and reinsurers, the Treasury
Department asserts that the Order's ban on "any contribution . . . for the benefit of" a blocked
individual should be construed quite broadly. Treasury likely would find a violation and if a
U.S. insurer (or reinsurer) paid a claim for funds used to compensate a foreign shipowner for
payment of ransom to a barred party. Similarly, the Order would work to bar claims
contribution or indemnity from charterers or cargo interests in the U.S. for ransom paid to a
barred party, even well after the fact.
Approach for Dealing With Piracy Events
At present, the Treasury Department is not planning a formal "licensing" process to permit
ransom payments to barred parties, a position that has caused concerns among
representatives of U.S. shipowners and U.S. crews. Treasury has indicated, however, that it
plans to use its enforcement discretion to come up with "appropriate responses" to exigent
circumstances. The Administration is emphasizing the need for timely consultation with the
Coast Guard and Treasury in the event of a piracy events, and stresses that it is sensitive to
the paramount importance of hostage safety. Accordingly, it appears that Administration
expects the application of the Executive Order to piracy will be handled in real time on a
case-by-case basis, as part of its broader role in piracy response.

1. The list is available at www.ustreas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/prgrmlst.txt.
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